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"What does a student do who 'really understands' which he does not

do when he does not understand?" This is the classic question posed by

Benjamin Bloom et al on the very first page of the Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives.
1

The authors of the "taxonomy" developed a system of classifi-

cation of educational objectives in the cognitive area (remembering and

recalling knowledge, intellectual abilities and skills for dealing with

materials and problems). The classes of the taxonomy are sequential

(rather than arbitrary), hierarchical (from simplest behavior to the

most complex), and cumulative (each class is unioue but makes use of and

is built on the behaviors found in the preceeding classes). Six major

classes were established: (1) knowledge (i.e. remembering and recalling),

(2) comprehension, (3) application, (ii) analysis, (5) synthesis, (6) evalua-

tion; and each major class and sub-class was defined so as to make clear the

specific behavior appropriate to each category.

The taxonomy for ti c cognitive domain can to a valuable aid Lc, Leachexs

developing independent study units in the social studies. Materials can be

prepared that allow students to range through all the levels of cognitive

thought as they pursue a particular topic. The following sequence, which

uses the "Rosetta Stone" as the common knowledge base, is an attempt to

illustrate how the principles of the taxonomy of the cognitive domain can

be applied to the design of a "mini-independent study unit" that ranges

through all levels of the taxonomy.

1
Benjamin Bloom et al, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives The Classification
of Education.L1 Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain (New York: David
McKay Company, Inc., 1956)



1. rdiudrorE
0n a map of Egypt, locate or place an X on the approximate

location where the Rosetta Stone was found.

2. COIVREHENS I 0
--Scholars who have studied the hierpglyphs (sacred writing of
the Egyptian priesthood) of the ancient Egyptians discovered
that the groups of hieroglyphs written within oval rings (the
so-called cartouches) on the Egyptian monuments gave the names
of kings.

Az Champollion, a French scholar who studied the Rosetta Stone,
was able to identify a cartouche naming Ptolemy (Ptolemais)
and a cartouche naming Cleopatra. The names written in hieroglyphics
are as follows:

No. t. Pi 01erny. (Ptolemais)

criN. 41*

N0.2. acupara. (Cleopatra)

t- 47,
r 0

LI_ it 41tMv r

Study the cartouches (with the knowledge that signs 10 and 11
always accompany the endings of female names) and see what
relationships you can discover between and among the various
signs.

3. APPLICATION:
Here is a simplified Egyptian alphabet which was developed

by scholars following the research done on the Rosetta Stone.

The Alphabet

Transcrimiun .Sound ante

(vulture) r .top (ae. in bottlt %viten

mispronounce:1)
(Ilowering reed)/ 1

(two flowering rt..ces)y
strokvs)y

(forv:Irin ant! 11.9ti)r of the Sonitie lanpruze::
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,-- (mouth) r R
E.: (reed shelter) Ii 1.1

(wick of twiz,ted flax) /.t :lightly gnttural Ii
C; (piacenta:) ? CH (as in loch)-- (animal's belly) b slightly softer chant.:

( (door inth) s
b (14/Iikd cicloth) s

S
fl

..;
!....= (I1()1)4 Si I
4 (hill) t: Q

kr:, (iiskez wiLh handle) t: K
Lt; (jar-stand) g G (as in goat)
t. (loaf) t 1'

.:...... (tethering rope) I
C!.?.:. (hand) (! I)'t (snake) .1 D j

All these letters are consonants, even thot h the weak ...:,and
--.
':.:. at the end of a :syllable %vere. prc;bably assitnihtted to apreceolng a, i', and n. Vowels were not written by the ancient

Efvptir.ns; it is therefore difticttit, and often impnasible, toascertain the pronunciation of %vords, but it mit he sonletimei,deduced front the Coptic derivatives. As a mere aid to pronuncia-tion Egyptologists insert a Alin't i' beMeen consonants, e.g. itetep'rest', prr 'house', using a for 1 and r, and tt for w.

Try to write your name and the names of several of yourfriends in hieroglyphics, applying the principles of thesimplified Egyptian alphabet. (Remember, the hieroglyphicalphabet contained mainly consonants. Whenever you cannotfind an appropriate vowel sound in the alphabet above, youcan simply omit it as did the Egyptians or follow theprocedure adopted by Egyptologists.)
NAME IN ENGLISH

APPROXIMATE NAME IN HIEROGLYPHICS

I+. ANALYSIS:

Using your knowledge of the cartouches for Ptolemy (Ptolemais)and Cleopatra,.and the characters (or signs) you were able todiscover,[Note: This assumes the student has done item #3.1analyze the following cartouche and attempt to identify the namewritten in hieroglyphics.:

3...q6 Also%""." <Z>,
7<=) I A



5. SYNTHESIS:
We know that the Rosetta Stone bears a trilingual inscription

recording a decree of 196 B.C. under Ptolemy EpiphaneS: in
hieroglyphs (the sacred characters of the priesthood), in
demotic (the popular cursive writing of the day) , and in Greek.

In fact, the decree closes with the resolution that it be
inscribed on "hard stone," in the "sacred, the native, and the
Greek letters." How would you account for the prescription
that. it be inscribed in these three particular "letters" ?

6. EVALUATION:
The Rosetta Stone was discovered in 1799 by M. flcuggard, an

officer in the French army, near the town of Rosetta, Egypt..
Three years later the stone :.as brought to England and deposited
in the British Museum, where it can be found today.
Some people have suggested that the Rosetta Stone be returned

to Egypt. Would you favor this?


